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A hand-picked selection of Lauren Blakely's signature friends-to-lovers romances!The Friends to
Lovers Collection includes some of #1 NYT Bestseller Lauren Blakely’s bestselling and fan
favorite friends-to-lovers romances. In these three standalone romances, you’ll enjoy some of
what Lauren is best known for – helping friends fall in love with heat, heart and humor.SEX AND
OTHER SHINY OBJECTS...Peyton asks her best friend Tristan to help her with a project to test
the premise of sexy scenes in romance novels. When the buttons start flying, all bets are off!
DEAR SEXY EX-BOYFRIEND... Summer never expected the letter to her sexy best friend Oliver
would go viral. But now she needs him to pose as her fake fiancé, and he needs her to save his
business.HARD WOOD...Mia just hired Patrick's adventure tour company for her business, but
things are about to get hard in the woods when they're stuck in a tent...and a cabin...and the
shower.



The Friends to Lovers Collection lauren blakely, The Friends to Lovers Collection Lauren
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The Hot Zone, The Complete Explosive Series: Books 1-5: Steamy Sweet Military Romance,
Bishop Family Box Set, Stiff Suit: A small town billionaire CEO grumpy boss romantic comedy
(Ponderosa Resort Romantic Comedies Book 5), Power Play Series Boxset: A Forbidden
Workplace Romance Series, One Night with a Cowboy (Oklahoma Nights series Book 1), Tempt
Me: The Macintyre Brothers Series: Book One, Southern Comfort (Southern Series Book 1),
Southern Heart (The Southern Series Book 5), Shameless Flirt: A Hopelessly Bromantic Prelude
(The Hopelessly Bromantic Duet -- An MM Romance), Western Seduction (Seduction Series
Book 2), Instacrush: A Surprise Pregnancy Hockey Romance (Rookie Rebels), Devil You Know:
A Second Chance Suspense Romance (Imperium Book 2), Accidentally Matched (An Alaska
Matchmakers Romance Book 1), The Mount Trilogy



Theresa Martin, “Amazing collection from Queen LB!. Sex & Other Shiny ObjectsOh, Tristan! I’m
in love with Peyton’s best guy friend. He’s the full package: successful business owner, bearded
beauty, great big brother, selfless friend. When Peyton asks him to help her research sexy
scenes popular in romance novels, he’s all in. They shared a hot, passionate kiss several years
prior, but it wasn’t their time. This research project could be just the push they need.The
experiments were smoking hot. Tristan and Peyton are great friends, their chemistry is off the
charts, and they laugh so much together. To me, that’s a very sexy thing between couples. Both
of them have their baggage, but it’s not a secret to either of them. I love when friends discover
what they’ve been looking for has always been right in front of them.This story has the feels; a
beautiful journey between two childhood friends. Lauren’s friends/best friends to lovers stories
are some of my favorite. The supporting cast is wonderful. Jason Clarke and Andi Arndt make a
great narrating team. There are a few special guests, but I won’t spoil it.This Boyfriend Material
series is addictive, and I can’t wait for the next book!Dear Sexy Ex-BoyfriendMy heart is so
happy right now! This friends-to-lovers story is so sweet, and hot, and beautiful.Oliver and
Summer have been best friends since high school. They’ve been there for one another for
everything, good and bad. When Oliver needs Summer to pretend to be his fiancée, she willingly
agrees. Maybe being in such close proximity isn’t as easy as they thought. And maybe they don’t
know as much as they thought about each other. I loved that even though they’ve been friends
for so many years, this ruse has enabled them to discover more, and those new finds introduce
feelings...something that wasn’t supposed to happen.Shane and Andi do such a wonderful job
bringing this Lauren Blakely book to life! I love the banter between Oliver and Summer. In
addition to being best friends and buddies, there’s an innocent flirty chemistry between the two.
Each finds the other attractive, but they aren’t willing to mess up their friendship by acting on
their attraction. Friendship is more important. Which is what makes their getting together that
much better. When they discover the heat between them, fighting it is futile.The supporting cast
is wonderful, as always. There are a few surprises, and I won’t spoil them for you. But they are
heart-stopping and delightful.This is the first book in The Guys Who Got Away series, and I can’t
wait for Logan’s story, and the much-anticipated story from Fitzgerald, hot hockey player not
looking for love.Hard WoodI'm so sad to see this non-serial series end, but what an ending!
Lauren has teased us with little tastes of Patrick and Mia, and I knew when their story finally
made it to my Kindle, I'd be happy. But, their story also means the end to some great friends I
feel quite close to. Like more than a few of the couples in this series, Patrick and Mia were good
friends. They both had the hots for each other for a while, but didn't quite know how--or if--they
should cross that line into "more." Both were busy w/their dream jobs, Patrick based in New
York, and Mia in San Francisco. No spoilers, but if you know Lauren--and we do--you know what
happens next. And lots of it!I don't know how she does it--nor do I care--but Lauren has a gift for
giving all these HEA's their very own, unique, wonderful story. And when the couples from



previous books show up, there's a separation somehow, but it feels like you're in the middle of all
their conversations. That takes some great talent. I know I'm not the only one that feels like we
know all these folks personally, but it's so easy to get surrounded in the tale, and you feel you're
in the thick of things, and a fly on the wall of some dirty, naughty sh*t. Farewell to an awesome
series! Is it too soon for an audiobook marathon of the series?”

Jen - Audible Addict, “Absolute perfection!. The Friends to Lovers Collection by Lauren Blakely
gives you more than 17 hours of brilliantly steamy/sexy audio-awesomeness! Three of the best
friends to lovers books in one - Yes! If you haven’t listened to these yet, you don’t want to miss
this chance!!**Sex & Other Shiny ObjectsBoyfriend Material, Book 2Narrated by: Andi Arndt,
Jason Clarke, Julia Whelan, Joe Arden, Erin MallonPeyton has a truly unique lingerie shop that
is all about empowerment and being a sex-positive experience with that special touch. It’s all
about feeling sexy - not just being sexy for someone else. I just love this idea!! Tristan is raising
his younger brother, so you get all of the single parent swooning experience. He has crushed on
Peyton for years and thought that has withered away into their amazing friendship, cherished by
both. When they embark on the Project Sexy Scenes Research I was ALL IN! There is so much
trust in their relationship, and I love how they approached the “research” project. Absolute top-
notch friends to lovers wonderfulness!Don’t even get me started on the narration. With Andi
Arndt and Jason Clarke in DUET and appearances by Julia Whelan, Joe Arden, Erin Mallon this
book is a perfect representation of why we know Lauren LOVES audio! Absolutely exquisite
performances by all!!**Dear Sexy Ex-BoyfriendNarrated in duet by: Shane East, Andi Arndt, Joe
Arden, Kit SwannThis book has everything I look for in romance. It's fun, funny, sexy, swoony,
and relatable. The characters remind me of people I know and love, so the situations they find
themselves in are plausible and fantastic! I know I can always count on Lauren Blakely to deliver
us thoughtful, witty banter & situations. Who else would come up with the flavor of wine
discussed in this book. Yes - I Googled the name mentioned in this story. Couldn't help myself!
lol I don't want to give any spoilers, but suffice it to say that I listened straight through the day the
book was released and enjoyed it entirely! There are some truly hilarious situations in this book.
The dialogue flows naturally and the interpersonal relationships, friendships, and family units are
also genuine and believable. I love the inner dialogue as well. When the characters come
together it is with magnetic force and it is magnificently written & performed. I really enjoy getting
to know the extra characters, so when Lauren writes their story we get to see characters we
know and love again later. We get snippets into how their life has worked out. We get to know the
places, like Gin Joint, so it's not foreign territory. I have never been to New York City, but I feel at
home in Lauren's book worlds. Kudos!Andi and Shane deliver excellent duet performances,
which I thoroughly enjoyed! It is an absolute pleasure to listen to them together. Duet narration
done right is my favorite! The supporting narrators were also top notch and provided another
performance layer that made it even better! Each character has their own way of speaking, tone
of voice, etc. and I never got lost in the shuffle. Bravo to these amazing narrators as well as the



editors, proofers, and engineers!**Hard WoodNarrated by SebYoPatrick has an adventure tour
business. He knows exactly what he wants at this point in life. He really is the unicorn! He has
his sights on Mia, his friend’s sister. It’s not that kind of drama, though. Mia is just great! She
has an excellent attitude, knows what she wants, and is a great communicator. So refreshing!
They get along so well and I love the friendship they build. Zeus is an absolutely awesome
adventure cat - What a cool idea! Patrick is just plain swoony hotness with all of the honesty and
humor we love to love about Lauren’s leading men. Sebastian York narrates this whole book and
really embraces Patrick and delivers a great performance! I really enjoyed it!The epilogues are
fantastic!! I nearly squealed when I heard Stella voicing Mia in the future in the special bonus
epilogue.”

The book by Lauren  Blakely has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 7 people have provided feedback.
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